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Description
Streets and pedestrians lose ground when individual project sites become the boundary for design.
Many city leaders encourage distinct development projects, but this practice prioritizes individual “block
wrappers” (donuts) over street legibility and continuity. A discussion of recent project examples will make
the case for designing streets as two-sided spaces for movement and activation.
Learning Objectives
•

Question piecemeal development of the public realm; examine relationships between individual
properties and the street

•

Identify landscape architects’ role in transforming streets into an active and accessible public space

•

Identify current trends in public improvement requirements that sometimes favor amenities over
continuity

•

Explore several recent projects that advance the idea of the street over individual development
projects

Session Outline
Introduction
Shannon Nichol and David Malda
•

The Evolution of a Street

•

Why Streets Lose

•

A Framework for Streets that Win

Case Study 1: The Block Supports the Street, The Street Shapes the Block
Rodrigo Abela: 1401 Wilson, Roslyn VA
Project Description: Two block mixed-use development with streetscape, public garden, and mid-block
pedestrian connection.
Key Strategy: Landscape architect advocated the potential of the street to reconfigure a large mixeduse development

Case 2: Reframing the Street as a Park
Nate Cormier - Bell Park Street
Project Description: Four-block park project and shared space encompassing the entire street right-of-way
Key Strategy: Landscape architect designed a hybrid between park and street to safely expand the
public open space use of a street while maintaining vehicular functions

Case 3: Establishing the Street as the City’s Great Public Space
Shannon Nichol - Pike Pine Renaissance
Project Description: Design guidelines for new development of over 65 acres of streets in downtown
Seattle
Key Strategy: Landscape architect applies site-specificity to structure a large-scale framework of
standards that gives priority to streets and is implementable over time.

Moderated Discussion
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